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We give an algebraic construction of Mime’s ;[C]j$ (y; 6; z) functions in terms 
of the matrix coefficients of certain linear operators B,,Z. We show that the ;[G]g’ 
(y; S; z) functions all satisfy “transposition” symmetry if and only if z = (t...., f) E @“, 
unless ;[G]y) (v; 6; z) is identically zero. This transposition symmetry is a “y- 
analog” of that for the ordinary ;CgJ (y; 6) polynomials of Biedenharn, Gustafson, 
and Milne. We also detine a “q-analog” of the elementary reduced Wigner coef- 
ficients for U(n) and give both a combinatorial and representation theoretic inter- 
pretation of this definition. cc) 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In [17] Milne introduced a family of q-analogs ;[G]c) (Y,,..., y,; 
6 I ,‘.., J”lZ ,,..., z,) E I;[G]E) (y; 6 1 (z)) of the U(n) invariant special 
functions ;GF) (yi ,..., Y,,; 6r ,..., 6,) which arise in the explicit computation 
of the “stretched” Wigner coefficients for the unitary groups U(n). For 
special cases of the ;[G]E) functions, Milne proved in [16, 171 a kind of 
“transposition” symmetry, which is a q-analog of the “ordinary” trans- 
position symmetry discussed in [ 131. The proof of these special cases of 
“transposition” symmetry in [16, 173 is direct and highly computational 
whereas the proof in the ordinary case [ 131 is a consequence of the 
limiting properties of the Biedenharn-Louck pattern calculus and the Weyl 
algebra of creation and annihilation operators. The elegant, though for- 
midable, machinery involved in the proof of transposition symmetry for the 
ordinary ;G$‘) functions is the subject of the lengthy paper [9]. 
In the present paper we give first a natural algebraic construction for the 
;[G]c) functions, and second, we show that they satisfy a general 
“transposition” symmetry analogous to that of the ;Gp) functions. As it 
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turns out, it is not necessary to reconstruct the whole machinery of the 
boson calculus as in [IS]. It suffices to define a family of operators BP;=, 
where p is a nonnegative integer and z E C”, and compute the matrix coef- 
ficients of products of these operators. The BP;= operators can be viewed as 
q-analogs of the denominator factors in the Biedenharn-Louck pattern 
calculus [7]. In sections 1 and 2 we show that the commutativity “in 
general position” of the BP:= and BocZ operators is equivalent to the trans- 
position symmetry of the .[G]$ (rl ,..., yn; 6 ,,..., 6,; zI ,..., z,) functions 
(which are equivalent to the ;[G]K) (y; 61 (z)) functions). After computing 
,[G] 1”) (y; 6; Z) as a sum of products of Schur functions we then show 
directly that ,[G]y’ (y; 6; z) (if not identically zero) satisfies transposition 
symmetry if and only if z = (t,.... t) E @‘I, where t E @. It then follows that all 
the ,[G]j;l (y; 6; z) functions satisfy transposition symmetry whenever z = 
(L.., t) E C”. 
In Section 3 we show that the general l;[G]p’ functions which are q- 
analogs of the ;Gr) functions are limiting values of the ,[G]c) functions. 
The transposition symmetry for the general ;[G]g’ functions is then a con- 
sequence of that for the ,[G]c’ functions. 
In Section 4 we give a brief description of the changes in the pattern 
calculus [7] needed to produce q-analogs of the U(n) Wigner coefficients 
and, via the Biedenharn path sum formula (see [9]), the q-analog of the 
;Gr) function. In [lo], Biedenharn and Ciftan discuss a beautiful algebraic 
and combinatorial description of the “elementary reduced” Wigner coef- 
ficients (the building blocks of the Racah-Wigner algebra) in terms of the 
degrees of irreducible representations of the symmetric groups or in terms 
of combinatorial hook length formulas for standard tableaus. To obtain the 
q-analog one replaces the degrees of the irreducible representations of the 
symmetric group yN by the degrees of corresponding irreducible represen- 
tation of G/,(F,) which occur in inducing the trivial character from the 
upper triangular subgroup of GI,(F,). From a combinatorial point of view, 
the hook length formulas are replaced by q-hook length formulas, which 
are generating functions foi “q-counting” standard Young tableaus (see 
pp, 5&53 of [ 141). 
A topic that is not considered here is the development of a q-analog of 
the Racach-Wigner algebra. We have implicitly defined such a q-analog in 
Definition 4.1. There is, however, much to be done in extending the impor- 
tant properties of the classical Racah-Wigner algebra to this q-analog. The 
development of these properties is the subject of [ 1 I]. 
We also mention that the special case ‘-iGi for i 2 2 is up to a simple 
factor the well-poised hypergeometric series ]+ I F,. In [ 13, Theorem 1.191 
the transposition symmetry of the polymonial j-:G: implies an interesting 
new contiguous relation for the well-poised hypergeometric series, + 1 F,. In 
[16] Milne gives a direct proof of the analogous contiguous relation for 
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the well-poised basic hypergeometric series , + 2#, + i. The transposition 
symmetry of Proposition 3.15 provides a natural generalization of these 
new contiguous relations for well-poised basic hypergeometric series. 
1. B,,;, OPERATORS, MATRIX COEFFICIENTS AND A SUMMATION THEOREM 
We consider the set YI, of all n-part partitions where n is a positive 
integer. An n-part partition I = (I&, ..., 1,) is an n-tuple of non-negative 
integers such that A,> &a . . . >1,>0. Define p to be the partition 
(n - l,..., 0) whose ith part is n - i and p = (p, ,..., p,) to be the vector sum 
2 + p = (A, + n - l,..., A,, + 0). If S is a subset of I,, = {l,..., n} then let d(S) 
be the n-tuple (x( 1 E S), x(2 E S),..., ~(n E S)), where x(T) is 1 if statement T 
is true and 0 if T is false. 
Let VR be the infinite dimensional Hilbert space over the complex num- 
bers with hermitian inner product ( , ) and orthonormal basis 
FWMJ. 
DEFINITION 1.1. For any nonnegative integer p such that 0 Q p < n - 1, 
any z = (zl ,..., z,) E @, and any positive real number q such that q # 1, we 
define B,;, to be the bounded linear operator on -y^,, 
(1.2) 
where I E /i,,, s” = Z, - S, and the sum is over all subsets S c I, of car- 
dinality p + 1 such that d + d(S) E A,. In the special case when z = (l,..., 1) 
we shall denote B,;, by simply B,. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let W = Z + U {0}, the set of all nonnegative integers. 
Also let W denote the set of all n-tuples of nonnegative integers. 
We are interested in computing the matrix coefficients of products of the 
BP;, operators. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let l&m>0 be integers and [d]=[d,,...,d,]~Z~ 
satisfy C;= i Ai = I + pm. Let ,? E Z” and set p = i + p, where p is defined 
above. 
If A, J. + [A] EA, and [A] E W, then define 
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and 
P b~‘([A]:p;z)=(~j.+,,l,B~-“B~;,~j.). 
If n&n,, 1+ [d]$n, or [A]$ IV, then define 
.D~)([d];p;z)-,8~)([d];p;z)rO. 
(1Sb) 
(1.6) 
In the special case when z = (l,..., 1) and with assumptions as in (1Sa 
and 6) or (1.6), we set 
,ly( [A]; p) = ,I$‘( [A]; p; l,..., 1) (1.7) 
and similarly define B@)( [d]. p) 0 m 3 . 
Remark 1.8. In the case p= 0, note that 
where L, [d] E Z” and [d] satisfies Cr= i A, = 1 with I > m 3 0. 
An immediate consequence of Definition 1.4 is that the commutativity of 
the B,,, and B, operators is equivalent to 
,~:Wfl; P; z) = ,@Wl; P; z) (1.10) 
for all l>m20, all [Ale IV” and all LEA, such that C;=, A,=l+pm. We 
will prove a weaker result than (1.10) in this paper. Instead of the full com- 
mutativity of the B,;, and B, operators we will be considering the following 
DEFINITION 1.11. We shall say that the operators BP;= and B, commute 
in general position if there exists a positive real number c > 0 such that, for 
all AELI, with 
we have 
/l,>~,+c>&+2c> .” >A,+@-l)c, (1.12a) 
B,;zBd@J = Wpc;zPd (1.12b) 
The connection between the commutativity of the BP,;, and B, operators 
and the equivalence of the .Og)( [A]; p; z) and .62)( [A]; p; z) functions 
is given by 
LEMMA 1.13. Let n - 1 > p 2 0 and z E C”. The operators B,;, and B, 
commute in general position if and only if there exists a positive real number 
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c > 0 such that, for all ,I E A, and all [A] E W” satisfying Cr=, A, = p + 2 
and 1, >&+c> ... >A,+(n-l)c, we have 
$p)( [A]; p; z) = ,bI”)( [A]; p; z). (1.14) 
If B,,;, and B, commute in general position then jbr every I> m >O there 
exists a positive real number ~(1, m) > 0 such that, for 1. E A,, and [A] E w” 
satisfyingC;=, A,=I+,umandd,>&+c(l,m)> ... >&,+(n-l)c(l,m), 
we have 
,D:‘( [A]; p; z) = ,&( [A]; p; z). (1.15) 
Proof. It follows from Definitions 1.1, 1.4, and 1.11 that B,;, and B, 
commute in general position if and only if identity ( 1.14) is true. 
Identity (1.15) is proved by induction. We assume inductively that k 3 0 
is an integer such that for every 1, m with k 3 I> m b 0, there exists a 
positive real number c(l, m) > 0 so that identity (1.15) holds. If m = 0 there 
is nothing to prove, so we can assume that m > 0. 
For simplicity let c(k) > 0 be chosen so that c(k) >, c(l, m) for all 1, m 
such that k > 12 m > 0 and c(k) 2 c, where c is defined as in Definition 1.11. 
If 1= k + 1 and I > m > 0, then by Definitions 1.1, 1.4 and the induction 
hypothesis we have 
,J:‘(CAl; P; z) = (@A+ [A,, B;=Bh- “@;,I 
= (@;.+c/,,, B;;J:, ’ -“(B,@J) 
=(@j.+ rdl3 Bk ’ “BT;z(B,@,)) (1.16) 
for all [d]~Wn and LEA,, satisfying C:=,Ai=/+pm and i,>A,+ 
c(k)+ 1>,4,+2c(k)+2> ... > 1, + (n - 1) c(k) + (n - 1). Hence it follows 
from the assumed commutativity in general position of BP;: and B, that 
pD~‘(CAl; P;z)=(@~.+,A~, Bk-’ “‘Bs; ‘(B,,;;B,@i)) 
= (@/+ Cd,, Bb~‘~“B~=‘(B,B,;;~,)) (1.17) 
for all [A] E w” and A E A, satisfying C:=, A, = I + pm and L, > L, + 
(2c(k)+2)>A3+2(2c(k)+2)> ... >J,+(n- 1)(2c(k)+2). Finally from 
Definition 1.1 and the induction hypothesis we obtain 
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for all [d] E w” and le/i,, with C::=, A;=l+pm and A, >I,+ 3c(k)+ 
3> ... > 1, + (n - 1) 3c(k)+ (n- 1) 3. This proves identity (1.15) in the 
case l=k+ 1 and l>m>O. 
The proof of identity ( 1.15) in the case 1 = k + 1 and I= m > 0 is very 
similar to the above. Hence (1.15) follows by induction for all k > 0. 
Q.E.D. 
The multiplication of the B,,, operators implies general recursion 
relations for the ,I$!)( [A]; p; z) and ,,6g)([d]; p; z) functions. 
LEMMA 1.19. Let 13m21 and [A]EZ” satisfy C;=,A,=I+~m. Zf 
FEZ” andp=J+p then 
,~:Wl; P; z) = c ,W’K4W~ P+ CA1 - [A(S z) 
s c In 
IISII = P + 1 
x ,W 1(CAl- C4Wl; P; z) (1.20) 
and 
,&WI; P; z)= 1 {c @! ,([A1 - [A(S P + CA(S)]; z) 
SE I” 
IISII =P+ 1 
x ,@‘W(~)l; P; --L ( 1.21) 
where the sums in ( 1.20) and ( 1.21) are over all subsets S c I,, of cardinality 
p + 1 and [A(S)] is defined at the beginning of this section. 
Proof We shall assume that A, J + [A] E A,, and [A] E W”, for 
otherwise both sides of (1.20) and (1.21) are identically zero. Also we give 
only the proof of ( 1.20) here. The proof of ( 1.21) is very similar. 
First, observe that by Definition 1.4 and (1.6) we may restrict the sum in 
(1.20) to subsets SGZ, of cardinahty P + 1 such that I.+ [A] - 
[A(S)] ELI, and [A] - [A(S)] E w”. With this restriction, Definitions 1.1 
and 1.4 show that formula (1.20) is equivalent to the following: 
= c (~~+CA,,Br;z~i+CA,~Cd(S),) 
SC/, 
IISII = il+ 1 
’ (@A + [A, - CA(S)] 3 
Bm,--I&&-l)-(m-l)@ 
fi,; ~) * 2 (1.22) 
where the sum is over all subsets SC I,, of cardinality p + 1 such that 
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/1+ [d] - [d(S)] E A,, and [d] - [d(S)] E W”. Equation (1.22) is the 
usual expression for the matrix coefficients of the operator B$ Bb-” in 
terms of the matrix coefficients of the operators B,;; and B;; ‘BLpm, i.e., 
matrix multiplication of the matrices of the operators B,;= and B;; ’ Bh *. 
Q.E.D. 
In Proposition 1.25 we shall prove a summation formula for a special 
case of (1.7). We begin by defining the q-factorial of a nonnegative integer. 
DEFINITION 1.23. If k is a positive integer define 
[k]!=(l-q)(l-q*)+l-qk)(l-q))k. (1.24) 
If k=O define [O]! = 1. 
The following proposition is a “q-analog” of formula (3.46a) of [3]. 
PROPOSITION 1.25. Let I > 0 he an integer and [A] E w” satisfy 
Cyzl A;=l. Z~~EA, and p = 2 + p, then define r = (r, ,..., r,) = [A] + p to be 
the n-tuple with ri = Ai + ii + n - i in the ith position. We shall assume that 
ri>pi>rj+ 1 whenever 1 <i<j<n. With notation as in (1.7) and (1.9) we 
have 
oDj”)( [A]; p) = q==# “I-~+‘,-(“-;,+‘,I 
x fi [Pi-ri- II! (1 -q”-r,) 
r<j= 1 Cr, -PiI! 
(1.26) 
ProoJ: As a special case of Lemma 1.19 we obtain the following recur- 
sion relation: 
&‘Wl; P) 
cA’YC4t)l; P+ Cdl - C&T)I) oDj?,(L-Al- CA(~)3 p), (1.27) 
where [A(z)] is the n-tuple with one in the rth position and zero elsewhere. 
Note that if 12 1 and A, B 1, where A, is the rth component of [A], then 
DC”) ([A] - [A(z)]; p) satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 1.25. Also 0 I-1 
note that since pi > ri + 1 for all integers i, j with 1 < i < j< n then ,? + 
[A] - [d(r)] E /1, and oDy)( [A(z)]; p + [A] - [A(z)]) is a positive real 
number from Definitions 1.1 and 1.4. Applying recursion relation (1.27) it 
follows that oDj”)( [A]; p) is a positive real number. 
We shall now prove (1.26) by showing that (1.26) satisfies the recursion 
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relation (1.27). First, we observe that ,Dg)( [O,..., 01; p) = 1. From (1.2) we 
obtain, for 1 < r <n, 
(1.28a) 
Setting r(r) = [r(r)l,..., v(z),] = p + [d(r)] we find 
,DI”)( [A(z)]; p) = qG=d( 
P,-~+‘)-(P,y/+‘)] 
XI-I 
(1-q) n (l-4) 
r<jCn(l-qP~~P~),~,<r(l-qPI~Pr)’ (1.29) 
Applying (1.29) one then verifies formula (1.26) for oD!“)([~(r)]; p). 
We now complete the proof of (1.26) by induction on 1. We assume that 
(1.26) is true for all 0 6 I < k and verify it for I = k. Under the assumptions 
of Proposistion 1.25 we find that oD,( [d]; p) as given by (1.26) is not zero. 
We therefore rewrite relation (1.27) as 
i ~owK4~ PW’ OwKml; p+ Cdl - C4~)l) 
r=l 
x O~j”)~(C4 - Cd(s)]; p)= 1. (1.30) 
We are not assuming (1.30) is true, but need to prove that oDj”)( [A]; p) as 
given by (1.26) satisfies (1.30). Substituting into (1.30) the expressions 
(1.26) and (1.29), we are reduced to verifying 
f 
7=1 
q-L<d”-P’) ‘:,I;; 
XrI 
[ 
(1 -q”~“1)(1 -q”7~‘,-“) (1 -9) 
r<,<n (l-4) 
(1 -q’rc”) (1 -q”‘-’ -1’) 
1 
x n (1 -qPlp’r) (1 -q(‘l-rr+l)) (1 -4) 
l<i<r [ (l-4) 
(1 -qvr’) (1 -q(r,-rr+l)) 1 = 1, (1.31) 
where A, is the tth component of [A]. 
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After simplification ( 1.3 1) becomes 
Substituting into (1.32) the expression 
(1 -qP’ “L~‘(l -P”‘) 
(1 -qr’-h) (1 -qr’ -5) (1.33) 
where 1 d 
(1.32) as 
i < r, and setting qq = y, and qp’ = 6, for 1 d j < n, we rewrite 
l-4’)-’ f 
[ 
fi C1 -(Y,/6j)) fi (l-(Y~IYj))p’ = l. 1 (1.34) r=l j= 1 j= 1 
i#r 
We will finish the proof of expression (1.34) and Proposition 1.25 by 
observing that (1.34) is a special case of the following 
LEMMA 1.35 (Lemma 1.33 of [17]). Let x ,,..., x,, y ,,..., y, he indeter- 
minates where y, # yj for 1 < i < j < n, then 
l-(xi “‘X ,)= i (lAXp) fi (yp-+ 
,=, (Yp-YJ 
(1.36) 
p=l 
l#P 
Setting xi = (y,/6,) = qd’ and yj = y,:’ for 1 < i 6 n into (1.36) we obtain 
(l-q’Y=“‘)= i [fi (l-(Y,/6j)) fi (l-(Y,lY,)) ‘I? (1.37) 
r=l j= 1 /=I 
i#r 
which becomes identical to (1.34) after substituting I= C;=, A, and 
dividing both sides of (1.37) by (1 - q’). This completes the proof of 
Proposition 1.25. Q.E.D. 
2 [G](")FUNCTIONS 'Y m 
In this section we will define the ,[G]g) and ,[G]$) functions and give 
q-difference equations for them. We will also discuss their symmetries 
including “transposition” symmetry. 
DEFINITION 2.1. As above let p = ,J + p where j. E A,, and z = 
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(2 , ,..., z,) E C”. Let Z, m, p be integers such that 1 b m >, 0 and n - 1 > p > 0, 
and [A] = [A 1 ,..., A,] E w” satisfy C;= 1 Ai= I+ pm. We further assume 
that pi >p, + A, + 1 whenever 16 i < j 6 n. Then define 
y;= qp’+d’ and 6; = qp’, 
where 1~ i 6 n, and define 
,El!% 6; z) = ,CGl:‘(1,~ ,..., y,; 6, ,..., 6,; zI ,..., z,) 
and 
(2.2) 
(2.3a) 
(2.3b) 
Lemma 1.19 and Proposition 1.25 imply the following q-difference 
equations for ,[G]E)(y; 6; z) and ,[~?]$)(y; 6; z). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. With assumptions and notation as in Definition 2.1 we 
have 
IISII=p+l keSC 
SE I” I</<n /ES 
x [G](n, 1(,y-q-x(i6s) . 6. z) (2.5a) P m 1 >, 7 
where x(ie S) is 1 if iE S, and 0 otherwise. 
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Proof Applying (1.20) (1.2), and (1.5a) we obtain 
,CGl!%; 6; z) = 
[l+pm]! 
Cl- 1 +p(m- l)]! 
‘flzk n (1-q) n (l-4) 
k E S r<] C1 -Yi/9yi) ;-;j ((YJI4Yi)F ‘1 
IESjES’ iGS(,jES 
x ,[G];’ l(,yiq~X(itS),; 6; z). (2.6a) 
Applying formula (1.26) we obtain 
,CW,?Y; 4 z) = 
SC I” I <i<J 
XrI 
(l -dsj, ,-, (l -s,/yJ) 
r6.S (l-q) jsS (l-cl) 
i<j<n I Cic/ 
x n (l-YilqYj) n tl-qYtlYj) 
r-c, t1 -YilYJ) 1<1 l1 -YilY,) 
IE sjes i E S’ j l S 
XrIZk n (l-4) n (l-4) 
k t S’ ic, (‘-YiI4Y,) i<j ((YjlqYi)-l) 
iESJtS’ ltS‘,jES 
x ,[G];’ l(,ylq~x(i’s),; 6; z). (2.6b) 
After some cancellation and easy manipulation one obtains (2.5a). 
Similarly the proof of equation (2.5b) follows from (1.21), (1.2), (1.5b), and 
(1.26) after an easy but lengthy computation. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.1. There are unique rational functions R(y; 6; z) and 
i?(y; 6; z) in the variables (y ,,..., yn; 6, ,..., 6,; z, ,..., z,) which are equal to 
,C~l!f?(r; 4 z) ad ,CGl!?(r; 6; ~1, respectively, jbr all (y; 6; z) satisfying 
the conditions in Definition 2.1. We shall denote R(y; 6; z) and ii(y; 6; z) by 
,[G]c)(y; 6; z) and ,[G]g’(y; 6; z), respectively. 
Proof: Identities (2.5a) and (2.5b) are independent of the integer 1 in 
the constraint x7= i di= I+ pm. Thus by interating (2.5a) and (2.5b) we 
obtain rational expressions for ,,[G]t)(y; 6; z) and ,[G]g)(y; 6; z) in the 
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variables (y; 6; z) which are valid whenever [A] E W”, 3, E /i,, z E C”, and 
pi>pj + A,+ 1 for 1 < i < j< n. One then observes that two rational 
functions in (y; 6; z) must be equal if they agree for these values of (y; 6; z). 
Q.E.D. 
As an immediate consequence of Corollary 2.7 and identities (2.5b) we 
have 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let o, z E S, be arbitrary permutations of the set 
{ l,..., n}. Define y” = (Y,(~, ,..., y,(,,) and 6’ = (o,,,, ,..., 6,,,,) and similarly z” 
and z’. Then 
and 
JGl:‘(y”; 6’; z”) = ,[G]:‘(y; 6; z) (2.9a) 
,C~l~Vy”; 6’; z7) = ,[G];‘(y; 6; z), (2.9b) 
where both sides of (2.9a-b) are viewed as rational functions in the variables 
(y; 6; z). Moreover, zfy* = (S;l,..., 6;‘) and 6* = (y;‘,..., y;‘), then 
,[G]:‘(y*; 6*; z) = ,,[G]!,y)(y; 6; z), 
,CGl:‘(y*; J*; 2) = ,CGl:‘(y, 6, z), 
(2.9~) 
(2.9d) 
where both sides of (2.9c), (2.9d) are viewed as rational functions of (y; 6; z). 
Corollary 2.8, Definition 2.1, and Lemma 1.13 imply 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let y * and 6* be defined as in Corollary 2.8 and let 
0 < u < n - 1 and z E Q=“. Then the operators B,,, and B, commute in general 
position (see Definition 1.11) if and only if 
,CGll”‘(y*; J*; z) = ,CGll”‘(y; 6; z) (2.11) 
as rationalfunctions in the variables (yl ,..., y,; 6 ,,..., 6,). If (2.11) holds then, 
for all m > 0, we have 
JG];)(y*; 6*; z) = /,[G]:‘(y; 6; z) 
as rational functions in the variables (y; 6). 
(2.12) 
DEFINITION 2.13. When identity (2.12) holds we say the function 
,[G]E)(y; 6; z) has transposition symmetry. 
By Proposition 2.10, to show that the ,[ G]E)(y; 6; z) functions have 
transposition symmetry for fixed p, 0 6 p < n - 1, and fixed z E C” and all 
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m 2 0, it sufhces to show that the function ,[G] p)(y; 6; z) has transposition 
symmetry. We shall compute the functions ,[G]y)(y; 6; z) in the case z = 
(t,..., t) for any TV @ and show that in this case ,[G]y)(y; 6; z) has trans- 
position symmetry. We shall then show that when z # (t,..., I) for some I E @ 
then ,[G]p)(y; 6; z) does not have transposition symmetry (except in 
trivial cases when ~ [G] \“)(y; 6; z) = 0). 
fiOKNTION 2.14. The funcfion ,[G]‘;)(y; 6; z) has transposition sym- 
metry for fixed ZE C” if and only if z = (t,..., t) for some tE Q= or z = 
(z, ,..., z,) with at least p + 2 qf the zi = 0 for 1 < i< n. 
Prooj: From Proposition 2.4 we have 
,[G]l”‘(y;S;z)=(-1)(“:1)4~(“:‘)(1-4)-(~+l’2 
X ,,s,, z + , kzf zk n ( 1 - Yi/6,) n ( ’ - Yjhi) - ’ 
it-s its 
SC Iti l</<n jcS 
+l)(“:‘)y-(“:l)(l -q)p+‘)* 
(2.15a) 
IISII = p + 1 k E S’ 
SE I” 
IES 
jcS’ 
(2.15b) 
Replacing yi’ by yi and 6,:’ by di, for 1 <i< n, and multiplying by 
q(“:‘)(l -q)(p+1)2 l-I;=, yr+* we obtain 
U(y;6;z)~g(‘:‘)(l-q)‘“+“‘x fi rf+L,[G](l”)(,y~‘,;,6~1,;z) 
i=l 
=,-d”zl) 1 fl zkY;+’ g hi-d,) 
/JSJ/=p+l keSC 
s c In IS/S?? 
’ n (Yi-Yj)-I. (2.16) 
ie.S 
je S‘ 
Setting y* = (6; l,..., S;l) and 6* = (y;‘,..., y;‘) as above, it follows from 
(2.16) that transposition symmetry for ,[G]‘;)(y; 6; z) is equivalent to the 
identity 
U(y; 6; 2) = fi (y,S,)” + ’ Lqy*; s*; z) (2.17) 
r=l 
as rational functions in the variables (y; 6). 
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Before continuing with the proof of (2.17) we recall 
DEFINITION 2.18. Let (yi ,..., YJEC” with yi#yj for l<i<j<n. Then 
the Vandermonde determinant is 
vn(Y)= vn(2Yi2)= fl (Yi-Yj). (2.19) 
I <i<j<n 
If i = (A, )...) 2,) is a partition, the Schur function of type J is 
SAY) = sA(>Y;>) =+) 1 E(W) fi y$)“-i, (2.20) 
n M,E.S" i= I 
where 9” is the symmetric group on Z,, and E(W) is the sign of the per- 
mutation W. 
To prove identity (2.17) we shall use a modified form of Theorem 1.20 of 
[12]. An easy consequence of the proof of Theorem 1.20 is the following. 
LEMMA 2.21. For each SGZ,,, jlS[l =p + 1, let R&y,,; bi; ,zi,) be a 
rational function in the variables yi, di and zi for 1 6 i< n. For w E Yn,, let 
WSG I,, be the image of the set S under w. We further assume that 
RwS(,Yi~; 9di,; Ji,) = R.S(,Yw(i)7 ; ,6w(i), ; ,zw(i),), (2.22) 
i.e., replacing yi, di, 2; by y,(,,, 6,(,,, z,(,), respectively. We then have 
& (-l)p+l+=(s) n (Yi-Yj)F1 I-j (Yi-Yj)-' 
II SII = IIn+ 1 
14icjGn l<i<j<n 
ieS,jeS’ ieSCjES 
x fj fi (Yie6j) RS(,Yiti T6i,; 7ziT) 
i=l I=1 
ies 
p)(‘:‘) 
VlhJ 1 
1 (- 1)‘“’ S,(6) 
3. = (Ar,...J, +I) I, <n 
lr+1 
x C &tW) n y;;y+l-i-4r+2-l) fi y;;/ 
w E Y” i= 1 i=p+2 
x RIp+I(9Yw(i)7 i 9dw(i)3 i Pzw(i)9 
)I7 
(2.23) 
where Z(S) = Ciss i, E(W) is the sign of the permutation w, I, + 1 = 
{ l,..., /l + 1 } G I,, i is a partition and A’ is the conjugate partition of 2. That 
is, 1’ = (A;, 2; ,..., &,), with Al= Il{j12j>ii)ll. Also 121=Cf2’=+l’li is the 
weight of the partition 1. 
409/114/l-15 
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Applying Lemma 2.21 with I?,(,?,,; ,Si,; ,zi,) = nkGSc z,yjj‘+ ‘) we obtain 
COROLLARY 2.24. With notation as in (2.16) and (2.23) we have 
Prooj By Proposition 2.21 it suffices to show for all SC I, with 
/lSll = n + 1 that 
(2.26) 
Let B be the set of ordered pairs given by 
B= {(i,,j)ll di<j<n, iEF,jES}. (2.27) 
For each (i, j) E B we make the substitution ( - 1 )(ri-- ri) for (y, - ri) on 
the left-hand side of (2.26). We are then reduced to checking the agreement 
of signs on the left- and right-hand sides of (2.26). 
From Eq. (2.11) of [ 11 we have 
llBll= -(“;‘)+z(s). 
Since 
ti+2 ( 1 2 -(p+l)= “;’ ( > ) 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
then the signs on both sides of (2.26) agree and equation (2.25) follows. 
Q.E.D. 
Continuing with the proof of identity (2.17) and Proposition 2.14 we 
shall need the following 
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DEFINITION 2.30. Let r = (rr ,..., rlr + I ) be a partition with r, 6 p + 1. Let 
x = /I {i 1 Zi > i} /I. Then define 
a(z) = (T, + n - (P + l),..., T, + n - (p + l), T, + , ,..., Tp + I) (2.31) 
and 
P(T) = (p + 1 -T, + , )...) /.f + 1 - r.,+ , ) p + 1 -x )..., p + 1 -x, 
where B(r) has n parts. 
. ..) p+ 1 -x,p+ 1 -z,y )...) p+ 1 -rr) (2.32) 
LEMMA 2.33. Zfz= (t ,..., t)e(C” with teC and A= (AL ,..., A,+ ,) is a par- 
tition with 1, < n, then 
J-Fy &(W)iijl y;,y+‘-i-4+Il fi y;,y+‘-fzw(i) 
(&L~l)) 
r=p+2 
t” - (a + “s/j(,)(y) if 2 = tx(z)for some p + 1 
= part partition T with z, 6 p + 1; 
0 otherwise. (2.34) 
Proof: If A= U(Z) as above, then 
(2.35a) 
(2.35b) 
(2.35~) 
The sign ( - 1 )x(n ~ (P + 1)) on the right-hand side of (2.35a) is the sign of the 
permutation moving the positions i = p -x through i = p + 1 to the new 
positions i=n -I- 1 --x through i=n. 
On the other hand if there exists no p + 1 part partition T with r, d p + 1 
such that 1= U(Z), then there must exist an integerj with 1 ,< j< p + 1 such 
that 
jGAj<n+j-(p+ 1). (2.36) 
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Otherwise if x= Il{iIA,>n+i-(p+ l)>II then r=(1,+~+ l-n,..., A,+ 
p+l-4 L+l,..., &,I) is a partition and A= x(r). 
Now fix a j with 1 <j 6 p + 1 satisfying (2.36). In the product on the left 
hand side of (2.34) the exponent of yw(P+2Pjj is equal to the exponent of 
Y w(P+2+ ,,. Noting that the z,(~) = t can be factored out, then (2.34) is an 
alternating sum with two equal exponents and hence vanishes. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.37. rfz =(t,..., ?)E @” then 
U(y;6;z)=(-1)(P:‘)fn~(il+l) T=(T;r +,)(-l)““~‘“““s,l,,.(s)S,,,,(Y), 
’ ,!J Il<JL+l 
(2.38) 
where the T are partitions and x = I\ {i ( zi 3 i} I(. 
The following lemma together with Corollary 2.37 will imply identity 
(2.17) in the case z = (t ,..., t) E C”. 
LEMMA 2.39. Let z = (z, ,..., zp+ 1 ) be a partition with z I 6 p + 1 and z’ = 
(6 ,‘.‘> 7; + I ) be the conjugate partition. With notation as in (2.17) we have 
fIl (Yi’i)‘+ ’ sx,~j’(6*) Sp(,)(Y*)= S,,,fly(6) ~.Sp(~flj(Y). 
(2.40) 
Proof: Let A = (A, ,..., A,) be a partition with A1 d p + 1. We have 
(2.41a) 
(2.41b) 
(2.42a) 
(2.42b) 
(2.42~) 
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where from (2.42b) to (2.42~) we interchange i with n - i + 1 for 
and [n/2] is the greatest integer less than or equal to n/2 
=&+1-i, /.../ p+l-I.,)(Y) 
since (z) + [n/2] is always even. 
Let 5 = (t, ,..., zP+ I) be a partition with z, 6 p + 1. If 
a(z) = (z, +n- (p+ l),..., T,+n- (p + 11, 5.x+ I,..., z,, 1) 
as in Definition 2.30, then one checks that 
a(T)‘= (T;, z; ,..., z:,x ,..., x, z;+~ ,..., T;+~), 
where a(z)’ has n-parts. 
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l<i6n 
(2.42d) 
(2.43) 
(2.44) 
We observe that for any given i, 1 d i 6 p + 1, we have zi b i if and only if 
>i. Hence x= lI{ilzi>i}ll = Il{ilzi~i}ll. So 
(p + 1 -a(z):, p + 1 -a(z):- ,,..., p + 1 -a(z);) 
=(p+ 1 -z;+ ,,‘.., p+ 1 -z;+,, p+ 1 -x )...) p+ 1 -x, 
/i + 1 - z:,..., p + 1 - 7;) (2.45a) 
= P(z’). (2.45b) 
Also 
(~+l-P(~),,~+l-B(z),-l,...,~++---P(t)l) 
= 
(7 1 >...> GY XY., x, 7, + 1 ,..‘> Tp + 1) 
= a(z’)‘. 
(2.46a) 
(2.46b) 
Identity (2.40) follows directly from equations (2.42d), (2.45b), and 
(2.46b). Q.E.D. 
We now complete the proof of identity (2.17) in the case z = (t,..., t) E C”. 
From Corollary 2.37 and Lemma 2.39 we have 
fI, (Y16i) M+l u(y*;6*;z) 
+,)(Wt,t-(P+l) 
c (- 1 Y(p+ ‘)I S,,,,),(6) SP(&). 
7 = (rl,...,rp + 1) 
71<p+l 
(2.47a) 
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By interchanging r’ with z and using x = 11 {i ( zi 3 i} )I = 11 {i 17; 2 i} I/, (2.47a) 
becomes 
(-,)w)tn-(P+li 1 (- l)x(np(p+ ‘)I S,,,,.(6) Sp&). (2.47b) 
T = (TI.....Tp + I) 
q<p+l 
With another application of Corollary 2.37 we obtain 
WY; 6; z). (2.47~) 
Q.E.D. 
We will now complete the proof of Proposition 2.14. We suppose that for 
some fixed z E C” that ,,[G]y)(y; 6; z) has transposition symmetry. This is 
equivalent to the function U(y; 6; z) having symmetry (2.17). From 
equation (2.25) it follows that U(y; 6; z) is a symmetric function in the 
variables (6, ,..., 6,) E C” independently of the values of (y , ,..., y,) E C”. By 
transposition symmetry it follows that U(y; 6; z) is symmetric in the 
variables (y , ,..., y,) independently of the values of (S1,..., 6,). Since the 
Schur functions S,.(6) in Eq. (2.25) are linearly independent over @ for 
distinct partitions I = (I r ,..., Ap+,) with A1 <n (see [14]), then for every 
partition with 1, <n the expression 
is symmetric in the variables (y, ,..., y, ) E C”. Alternatively, the expression 
Pfl 
1 &(W) l--I ,,;I;,+,-,. 4P+2-~l fi y;,;f+‘-‘zw,,i) (2.49) 
wa E .Y;, r=l i=p+2 
is skew-symmetric in the variables (rr ,..., yn) E C” for every partition L = 
(A I ,..., A,,,) with 1, 6n. 
If we consider the partition I. = (O,..., 0) then the monomials 
are linearly independent over C. Since the expression (2.49) is skew-sym- 
metric then the products fli=;+, zwci) are equal for all w E Yn. This implies 
that these products are identically zero or that z, = z2 = . . . = z, = t E C. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 2.14. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.50. Recalling the notation of Corollary 2.8, we say that the 
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functions ,[G]E)(y; 6; z), m > 1, are bisymmetric in the variables y = 
(Y,,..., Y,) and 8 = (J,,..., 6,) if for all permutations cr, r E YH, 
,[G]:‘(y”; 6’; z) = JG]:‘(y; 6; z) (2.51) 
as rational fuctions in the y and 6 variables. The proof of Proposition 2.14 
shows that the functions ,[G]E)(y; 6; z) are bisymmetric in the variables y 
and 6 if and only if z = (t ,..., t) E C” or z = (zl ,..., zn) with at least p + 2 of 
the zi equal to zero. Thus requiring z = (t,..., t) is a very natural condition 
since both bisymmetry and transposition symmetry are desirable properties 
of the [G](“)(y* 6; z) functions. P m’ 
3. ‘[Cl(“) FUNCTIONS u m 
In this section we generalize the ,[G]$,(y; 6; z) functions by allowing 
the number of 6 variables (c?~,..., a ,) to be v. If v =n then we obtain the 
original ,[G]z) functions. We shall prove that these new 1;[ G] (i’(y; 6; z) 
functions satisfy a pair of difference equations when z = (t,..., t) E @” and 
give a generalization of transposition symmetry. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let m, n, v, p be nonnegative integers satisfying 
n- 1 >,p>O. Let {y ,,..., y,;6, ,..., 6,) be distinct nonzero complex numbers 
and z = (z, ,..., z,) E C”. Given that ;[G]g)(y; 6; z) = 1, we uniquely deter- 
mine “[G](“)(y. 6. z) by means of p m )? 
;CGI:)(?I; 6; z) = ;[‘Y:‘(y I,..., in; 81,..., 6,; zi,..., 2,) 
+l)W)q-W) 1 JJ Zk 
IlsI/=@+l ktS SE I” 
x n (1 -YJhJ 
rES (l-9) 
” (1-q) 
Its (1 - Yhj) I=sl<v js 57 
x “[G-J’“’ l(,yiqPX(iES),; 6; z). P m (3.2) 
The following proposition clarifies the relationship between the various 
;[G]g)(y; 6; z) functions. 
FROPOSITI~N 3.3. With assumptions as in Definition 3.1 and v > 0, 
l<s<v, ldt<n, then 
“-;[G]$(y; 6, ,..., 8, ,..., 6,; z) 
= (1 -q)m(il+l)d,‘~x ;[G]c)(y; 6 ,,..., ~5~ ,..., 6,,;z) (3.4a) 
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and 
,JG];-“(y, ,..., f, ,..., yn; 6; z ,,..., P ,,..., z,,) 
=(1-q) “‘“-“+“+“(-q)““Ili~~;;[G]~)(~ ,,..., yr ,..., y,;&z ,,..., z ,,..., z,) 
(3.4b) 
and 
(z,Y- x “-;[G];- “(y ,,..., y^, ,..., yn; 6, ,..., 8, ,..., 6,; z1 ,..., i, ,..., z,) 
= ;[G]$(y ,,..., l,..., y,; 6, ,..., l,..., 6,; z ,,..., z ,,..., z,,), (3.4c) 
where s^,, f,, and 2, mean to omit the 6,, yr and z, variables respectively and 
on the right-hand side of (3.4~) we set y, = 6, = 1. 
Proof: By induction. Equations (3.4a)-(3.4c) are certainly true for 
m = 0. If (3.4a) is true for m = h then it follows for m = h + 1 by taking 
limits as 6, -+ co on both sides of Eq. (3.2). 
Now assume that (3.4b) is true for m = h. Then 
(l-4) (h+‘)(r~n+p+‘)(-q)(h+‘)U~~~;[G]~~l,(:I;g;~) 
=(1-q)“- n+v+y -9)P( -q)-(p:‘) 
X c lim { n ‘k Fs ‘:;!+;I’ n (l’:;;;,)} 
‘lS$ry,+ 1 yf - ’ k E S’ IGS 1 J 
=” l<l<v i E: S’ 
x(1-q) h(v-n+p+ “( -q)@ ;yO ;[G]f’(,y,q~X”‘S’,; 6; z). (3.5) 
For each Szl,,, IlSIl =p+ 1, if t ES then 
(3.6a) 
On the other hand if t 4 S, then 
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Substituting (3.6a) and (3.6b) into Eq. (3.5) and applying the induction 
hypothesis together with (3.2) proves (3.4b) in the case m = h + 1. 
Now assume that (3.4~) is true for m = h. Setting 6, = y, = 1 we obtain 
if t E S; 
if t$S. 
(3.7) 
Applying the induction hypothesis together with (3.2) and (3.7) gives (3.4~) 
inthecasem=h+l. Q.E.D. 
In the case z = (t,..., t) E C” we have transposition symmetry for the 
function ,[G]z)(y; 6; z). This means that ,[G]$)(y; 6; z) also satisfies the 
difference quation (2Sb). For n - (p + 1) < v we have 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let z = (I,..., t) E C”, n - (p + 1) < v and otherwise 
assumptions as in Definition 3.1. Then 
,Wl!,%x Y,; dl,...r 6,; z) 
= (_ l)(y) q-(“:l)t”-cr+l) 
X c l-I ‘\;$’ n ,1’1;.;;., lISII=p+l+v--n iss IES J 1 
SC I, lGl<tI jc.7’ 
x “[Cl’“, l(y: ,6,qxcics) P m .z) >, . (3.9) 
Proof. From Propositions 2.10 and 2.14 ,[G]p)(y;6,,..., 6,;~) has 
transposition symmetry. From identity (2.9~) it follows that ,[G]$) 
(Y; 6, ,..., 6,; z) satisfies difference equation (2Sb). If v = n then equation 
(3.9) is identical to (2.5b). The proof of (3.9) will be divided into two cases, 
depending on whether v <n or v 3 n. 
Case I (v <n). Fixing n, assume that Proposition 3.8 is true for v = 
h <n. We shall demonstrate it for v = h - 1 < n. By induction this will com- 
plete the proof of (3.9) when v dn. 
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Applying (3.4a) to the v = h case of (3.9) we find 
h ~:[G]~)(y;6,,...,6h~,;z)=(-l)(“;’)q (p:l)f-(~+l’ 
x (1 -q)m(r+‘) lim 
(l-4) x ,: (1 -4/u x ;[G]c’ I(y; ,~iqx(rEsr,; z) 
/ES’ 
=(-l)(“:l)q-(“:‘)t”-..(~+‘)(l-q)r+l 
(3.10a) 
For each S&Z,, I(S(I=p+ 1 +/r-n, we have 
lim 
ah+ 3c i 
n (1 -Y,/dJ n (l-4) 
jES (1 -4) ,Es (1 -vu i 
lCi<n , E S’ 
0 if h&S; 
ZZ 
(1 -q)-(p+lJ n 
rcs- {h} 
‘\;J$f ” 
I t s ih) 
(1(16; ) if he S. 
J 1 
1 </<?I jt.S 
(3.11) 
Applying (3.4a) and (3.11) to Eq. (3.10b) we obtain identity (3.9) in the 
case v=h-1. 
Case II (van). Fixing v, assume that Proposition 3.8 is true for 
n = h < v. We shall demonstrate it for n = h - 1 dv. By induction this will 
complete the proof of (3.9) when v 2 n. 
Applying identity (3.4b) to the n = h and p + 1 case of (3.9), we find 
;CGl!?‘h,..., YL,; do,..., dy;Z!,...,zh - 1) 
= (-q)-(“t’)( -4) v+l th-(v+2)(1 pq)‘v h+p+2) 
X c lim fl 
llSll=~1+2+v. hYh-’ i 
(1 - Y,/d,) (l-4) 
ic.‘i t1 -4) i!S C1 - sj/si) I 
SE r, IClCh , E s 
x(1 -4) 
(m-1)(V--h+~+2)(_q)(m-l)c~+I, 
x lim 
Ih + 0 
,+;[G]:‘,(y; 6iqx(iss),; z). (3.12) 
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Note that (“z’)-(p+l)=(“;‘) and h-@++)=/I--l-(p+l). Apply 
to Eq. (3.12) the identities (3.4b) and the following equation: 
where S c Z, and IlSll = ,U + 2 + v - h. We obtain identity (3.9) in the case 
n=h--1. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.14. As a consequence of Proposition 3.3 or Definition 3.1 
there is an obvious generalization of the symmetry (2.9a) to the 
I;[G]E)(y; 6; z) functions. When z= (t,..., ~)EC” then the fact that the 
j;[G]$)(y; 6; z) functions satisfy two distinct q-difference quations, (3.2) 
and (3.9) is equivalent to a generalization (Proposition 3.15) of the trans- 
position symmetry of Proposition 2.14. 
FR~POSITION 3.15. Let 2 = (t ,..,, l)EC”, z’=(t ,...) t)E@“, n-(/i+ l)<v 
and otherwise assumptions as in Definition 3.1. Then 
;CGI:)(Y, ,..., Y,; Al,..., 6,; z) 
= (-q)C( p+l:Y-“)-(p:‘)]m ,+,JG];)(S;‘,..., d,';y;-I,..., y;l;z’) 
(3.16) 
as rational functions in the variables y, ,..., y,; 6, ,..., 6,. 
Proof: By induction on m. Equation (3.16) is certainly true when m = 0. 
We shall assume that it is true for m = k > 0 and prove it for m = k + 1. 
From Proposition 3.8 we have 
=(_,)-(~~‘),“~(,+l+y~rt) c n U;,‘$J 
lISII=p+l its 
s c In 1at=zv 
x g (:I,i;;,)x (-q)C(~+‘:Y-“)-(“:‘)l& 
jES‘ 
X .+,-:[G]~‘(,6,:‘; ,(yiq-x(i”S))-l,; z’). (3.17) 
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Under the induction hypothesis the right-hand side of (3.17) is identical to 
the q-difference quation (3.2) for ;[G]pL r(y; 6; z). This proves (3.16) in 
thecasem=k+l. Q.E.D. 
In a manner similar to Corollary 2.24 one can compute the first iteration, 
j;[G]‘,“)(y; 6; z), of the q-difference quation (3.2). This computation is used 
to give a uniqueness result for the transposition symmetry of the 
;[G]‘,“)(y; 6; z) functions similar to Proposition 2.14. When z = (t,..., t) E C” 
we will also find an expression for ;[G]~)(JJ; 6; z) in terms of Schur 
functions in the variables y and 6. 
DEFINITION 3.18. Let n - (p + 1) < v and z = (z, ,..., z,) E C”. Define 
“~‘“‘(y;~;z)rq(~~~)(~-q)“+‘“~+‘+”-”’ 
x fj ,~+1+v-nxl;[G]!“)(,y,~1,;,6~~‘,;~) 
i=l 
=(-1)(1’:‘) c JJ Z&+‘+vpn n (r;-6,) 
x JJ (Yi-Yjl-‘. 
ieS 
(3.19) 
jeS 
The following proposition is a generalization of Corollary 2.24. The 
proof is entirely similar except that p + 1 + v -n is substituted in place of 
p + 1 in the exponents of the y variables in Eq. (2.25) and in the 
corresponding generalization of Lemma 2.21. 
PROPOSITION 3.20. Let n - (p + 1) < v and z = (z, ,..., z,) E C”. Then 
As a corollary we prove a uniqueness condition for transposition sym- 
metry (3.16). 
COROLLARY 3.22. Fix z= (zl ,..., z,)EC and z’= (z’, ,..., z:)EC”. Let 
n - (p + 1) < v and otherwise assumptions as in Definition 3.1. Then 
;CGl’,“‘h..., Y,,; 61,..., 6,; z) (3.23) 
s (-q)C( “+‘:“-“)-(“:‘)I u+,,-;[G];(S;’ ,..., 6, ‘;y;‘,..., y,‘;z’) 
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as rational functions in the variables yl,..., y,; c?~,..., 6, if and only lf z = 
(t,..., t)E C” andz’= (t’,..., t’) E C’, where t”-(“+ ‘)= (t’)“-@+I), or both sides 
of (3.23) are identically zero. 
ProoJ When z = (t,..., t) E C” and z’ = (t,..., t) E C” then Proposition 3.15 
shows that (3.23) is satisfied. Equation (3.21) shows that when t”- (11+‘) =
(t’)n-(p+ ‘) then the right-hand sides of (3.23) are equal for z = (t,..., t) E C” 
and z’= (t’,..., t’) E C’. 
On the other hand if (3.23) is true then, just as in the proof of 
Proposition 2.14, 
(S,‘,..., 
it follows that J[G]y)(y;&z) and ,+,-;[G]l” 
6, ‘; y; I,..., y, ‘; z’) are both btsymmetric in the variables y and 6. 
As before this implies that unless both sides of (3.23) are identically 
zero then z = (t ,..., t) E @” and z’ = (t’,..., t’) E C’. An application of 
Proposition 3.15 then shows that 
;[G]‘,“‘(y; 6; t ,..., t) = ;[G]l”‘(y; 6; t’,..., t’) (3.24) 
as rational functions in the variables y and 6. By considering the A= 
(O,..., 0) term in (3.21) one checks that this is possible only when the coef- 
ficients of the monomial n;= , y; +p + ’ --I are equal, i.e., tnp(@+‘) = 
(fy-(P+‘). Q.E.D. 
We now compute ;[G]p)(r; 6; t,..., t). The computation is almost identical 
to that of Corollary 2.37 except that p + 1 + v-n is substituted in place of 
p + 1 in the exponents of the y variables. 
DEFINITION 3.25. Let t = (rr,..., rp+ ,) be a partition with z1 < 
p+l+v-n. Let 
x= IJ{ilzj2i}II. (3.26) 
Then define 
a(z)=(z,+n-(~+l),...,t,+n-(~++),T,+~ ,..., f,.,,) (3.27a) 
and 
. ..) ~+l+v-n-xx,~+l+v-n-~z,,...,~+l+v-n-~s,) 
(3.27b) 
where p(z) has n parts. 
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PROPOSITION 3.28. Let n - (p + 1) < v and notation as in Definition 3.25. 
Zf z = (t,..., t) E C” then 
;[G]‘,“‘(y; 6; z) 
+,)-(“;‘) f-(P’l)(l -q)-(~+ml+l+v-n) n ,F, y;+‘+p-n 
X T=II~T +,, (-l)-~(n~(~+'))SI1(~),(,~l',)Sp,,)(,~/',) (3.29) 
3 (!J 
rl<p+l+v- n 
where the z are partitions. 
ProoJ If one follows the proof of (2.38) starting from equation (2.25) 
then, with simple modifications, this gives a computation of “U’“‘(y; 6; z) 
starting from Eq. (3.21). The major difference in the proof comes from 
replacing the /J + 1 terms appearing in the exponents of the y variables by 
p + 1 + v-n. The final step is to apply (3.19) to compute ;[G]y)(y; 6; z) 
from yU’“‘(y; 6; z), Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.30. Set z = (l,..., l)~@” and yi=qYz, c!jj=q”f for l<ibn and 
l<j<v. Then 
(3.31) 
the ordinary G-function defined in Definition 1.17 of [ 123. 
Comparing the expression (3.29) for ;[G]‘,“‘(y; 6; z) with the expression 
(1.23) of [12] for ;Gr)(y; 6), they are both sums of products of a Schur 
function in the y variables with a Schur function in the 6 variables. The 
indices of summation vary over the same set of partitions. Despite this 
remarkable similarity, the limit of one term in (3.29) is not in general one 
term in (1.23) of [12]. In other words, the limit of the sum (3.29) is the 
expression (1.23) of [ 121 but not term by term. 
Remark 3.32. We also remark that the ;[G]~)(y; 6; z) here are 
equivalent but not identical to the ;[G]$)(y; 6 ( (z)) functions in [ 171. One 
reason for this change is to facilitate the different types of computation in 
each paper. 
4. THE B,;, OPERATORS AND RACACH-WIGNER ALGEBRA 
The purpose of this section is to briefly motivate Definition 1.1 of the 
B,;, operators in terms of a “q-analog” of the Racah-Wigner algebra often- 
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sor operators of the unitary groups. We give a simple definition of the “q- 
analog” of the elementary reduced Wigner coefficients for the unitary group 
U(n). This is done by replacing the fundamental concept of the measure of 
a Young tableau by a “q-analog” of the measure. A more complete dis- 
cussion of the construction and properties of the q-analog of the 
Racah-Wigner algebra is the subject of [ 111. 
The definition of the B,;, operators given in formula (1.2) is simply a q- 
analog of the Biedenharn path sum formula. The ordinary path sum for- 
mula was stated and proved in the n = 3 case, z = (1, 1, l), in [3]. For 
general n, z = (l,..., 1) E C”, a statement of the ordinary path sum formula 
was made in [ 11. Finally, the complete proof for general n, z = 
(l,,.., 1) EC”, was published in [9]. 
The ordinary path-sum formula has an elegant, though highly technical 
interpretation as an asymptotic limit of a reduced Wigner coefficient for the 
unitary group U(n) (see [9]). This leads to the question: If there is a q- 
analog of the asymptotic limit, is there a q-analog of the reduced Wigner 
coefficient? The answer is given by 
DEFINITION 4.1. (see Eq. (38) of [7]). Let [ml,= (mln,..., mnn) and 
Cml,~,=(m,,-,,...,m,-,, -, ) be partitions satisfying the betweenness 
conditions 
minGmin ~I Gm,+ln (4.2) 
for l<i<n-1. Letp,=m,+n-iandpj,.~,=m,,_,+n-I-jfor 16 
i6n and l<j<n-1. Let k be an integer, l<k<n-1, and i,,...,i,; 
JI ,..., j, be integers satisfying 
1 6 i, < i, < . . < i, d n (4.3a) 
and 
1 <j, <j2< ... <jk<n-- 1. (4.3b) 
The weights 4(i,, i, * . . ik) (resp. d( j, ,..., j,)) is the n-tuple (n - 1 tuple) with 
ones at the i ,,..., i, (j, ,..., j,) positions and zeros elsewhere. Let 0 <q and 
q # 1. With notation as in [7] we define the elementary reduced “q- 
Wigner” coefficient by 
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where [ i,o,+,] is the n-tuple with k ones followed by n -k zeros. The sign 
of the square root is determined by a phase convention. 
In [9] the elementary reduced Wigner coefficients are constructed via 
the product structure on the Weyl algebra of creation and annihilation 
operators. Conversely, once the elementary reduced Wigner coefficients are 
given then the multiplicative structure of the algebra of creation and 
annihilation operators is determined. Similarly, if the elementary reduced 
“q-Wigner” coefticients are determined then it is possible to define a “q- 
analog” of the algebra of creation and annihilation operators (see [ 111). 
In the ordinary case a combinatorial “pattern calculus” was developed 
by Biedenharn and Louck [7] to compute the elementary reduced Wigner 
coefficients. Underlying this pattern calculus is the notion of a “measure” of 
a Young tableau [lo]. By redefining this “measure” one can obtain a 
theory which is structurally similar to the ordinary Racah-Wigner algebra, 
but whose building blocks are “q-analogs” of the elementary reduced 
Wigner coefficients. 
We will define below the measure AA and its “q-analog” Al(q) of a 
Young tableau of shape 1 and weight i, where I = (A, ,..., A,) is a partition. 
(For definitions see [14].) 
DEFINITION 4.5. Let A= (A, ,..., A,) be a partition and 
N= IlLI = i I”,. (4.6) 
;= I 
We shall say an ordered pair of integers x = (i, j) is a node of 1, denoted by 
x E I, if 1 < i 6 n and 16 j < A,. For each mode x E ;1 define the hook length 
h(x) by 
h(x)=h(i,j)=Aj+iii--i-.j+l, (4.7) 
where A’ = (2; ,..., A;,) is the conjugate partition to A. 
Let f” be the degree of the irreducible representation of the symmetric 
group S, associated to A (see Robinson [ 181). Equivalently f’ is the num- 
ber of standard Young tableaux of shape A. Then define the measure 
(4.8a) 
and the “q-measure”, for 0 < q < 1, 
JtfJq) = n (1 - qh’“‘). 
x E 2 
(4.8b) 
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Remark 4.9. The measure A),(q) is equal to H,(q), the “hook 
polynomial” (see p. 28 of [14]). The hook polynomial occurs in some 
important combinatorial generating functions. If 
n(n)= i (i-l)& (4.10) 
,=I 
then the generating function for all column-strict plane partitions of shape 
A, is (Eq. (l), p. 49 of [14]) 
qll.l + “‘;.‘Hj,(q) 1. (4.11) 
If 
4,(4)=(1-4)(1 -q2).-(1 -479 (4.12) 
then the generating function for the number of standard tableaux T of 
shape I is (Eq. (3), p. 50 [ 143) 
14 r(T) = qwj,(q) H,(q) - 1, (4.13) 
where 
r(T)=~({l<k6N~k+lliesinalowerrowthank}~~. (4.14) 
There are a number of other interesting identities involving the hook 
polynomial on pp. 5&53 of [14]. 
We finally remark that -Rit,(q) = H,(q) has a beautiful interpretation in 
terms of the degrees of the distinct irreducible representations of GL,(F,), 
where q is a prime power, occurring as components of the representation of 
GL,(F,) induced from the trivial character on the upper triangular sub- 
group. These distinct irreducible components are in one-to-one correspon- 
dence with the partitions A with arbitrary number of parts such that 
121 = N (see [ 181 or [14]). Their degrees are given by 
di = q’@“h,(q) H,(q) -’ 
(see equation (6.7) of [14]). 
(4.15) 
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